| Project: Gathering new Project-Ideas from Citizens
CONTEXT
Aiming to include their citizens in a collaborative process of community-development, Monheimam-Rhein opened their online participation platform to citizen propositions in August 2018. As a
strong advocate of tech solutions, mayor Daniel Zimmermann seeks to make innovative digital
applications a key component of community-growth in Monheim.

OBJECTIVES
•

Integrate citizen participation into Monheim’s development.

•

Identify project-ideas that have support in the community.

•

Give citizens an insight into democratic decision-making by making
transparent the entire process from project-conceptualisationthrough to
its implementation.

PROCESS
Following a pure bottom-up approach, citizens use Monheim’s platform to share their ideas on
any topic or issue they consider important for the city. Once a citizen-proposition reaches 50
‘upvotes’ from other citizens, it is opened as a discussion on the platform.
During this subsequent 2-months-phase, citizens develop a dialogue around the proposition,
contribute their ideas and feedback and collaboratively develop it into a more concrete project.
A dedicated project-team in Monheim follows the exchange and, upon completion, identifies
its key outcomes, which are then presented to the decision-makers. This commences the official
procedure of internal review and validation for project-implementation.
Monheim has set no end-date for the project, hoping to further develop engagement on its platform in the future. The release of the Monheim Pass - a smart login solution that combines all of
the city’s digital services - in April 2020 is expected to further increase participation.

CIVOCRACY’S RECOMMANDATIONS
With a strong project-team already onboard, Civocracy’s focus lay on ensuring the best possible
set-up and use of the platform. For this, Civocracy recommended:
•

visual adaptations like uploading a picture of the mayor on the homepage.

•

steady communication with the citizens by, for example, posting regular updates and informing
the users of the next steps by publishing outcomes directly on the discussion-page(s).

OUTCOMES

0% of contributions needed

moderation

To date, over 80 residents contributed their ideas on a range
of topics, including:

5 propositions were opened as discussions

“

Transportation &
Mobility

Sustainability & Environment

Urban Planning & Infrastructure

117 propositions were submitted

There may be people we didn’t hear, or didn’t listen to as much as
others, and the platform now helps us to involve these people”
Daniel Zimmermann, Mayor

IMPACT
Citizens showcased their in-depth understanding of the local context, making propositions for
concrete projects based on actual community-need. Each of the propositions that was opened as
a discussion was reviewed by the project-team and implementation of 3 is currently underway:
Turning an unused road into a path for cyclists and pedestrians
Transforming green patches into an insect-friendly habitat
Developing an App for rubbish-collection
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Monheim App for rubbish-collection
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Find out how your community can benefit from Civocracy’s platform: chloe@civocracy.org
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